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Abstract

This chapter describes a full system developed to perform the remote sensing of cell-
culture experiments from any access point with internet connection. The proposed 
system allows the real-time monitoring of cell assays thanks to bioimpedance measure-
ment circuits developed to count the number of cell present in a culture. Cell-culture 
characterization is performed through the measurement of the increasing bioimpedance 
parameter over time. The circuit implementation is based on the oscillation-based test 
(OBT) methodology. Bioimpedance of cell cultures is measured in terms of the oscilla-
tion parameters (frequency, amplitude, phase, etc.) and used as empirical markers to 
carry out an appropriate interpretation in terms of cell size identification, cell counting, 
cell growth, growth rhythm, etc. The device is capable of managing the whole sensing 
task and performs wireless communication through a Bluetooth module. Data are inter-
preted and displayed on a computer or a mobile phone through a web application. The 
system has its practical application in drug development processes, offering a label-free, 
high-throughput, and high-content screening method for cellular research, avoiding the 
classical end-point techniques and a significant workload and cost material reduction.

Keywords: bioimpedance, ECIS, cell-culture assay, microelectrode, OBT

1. Introduction and motivation

The electrical impedance of a biological material reflects the actual physical properties of a 
biosample. In frequency-dependent analysis, the β-dispersion ranging from kilohertz to hun-

dreds of megahertz [1–3] is mainly affected by the shape of the cells, the structure of the 
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cell membranes, the amount of intra- and extracellular water, etc., enabling the possibility to 

be used as biomarker in cell-culture test. From this basis, the electrical bioimpedance (BI) is 

employed to assess properties of biological materials, such as cancer cells [4, 5]; since healthy 

and cancer cells are different in shape, size, and performance, cancer cells could be detected 
by using their impedance as marker. Among impedance spectroscopy (IS) techniques, elec-

trical cell impedance spectroscopy (ECIS) [6, 7], based on two electrode setups, allows the 

measurement of cell-culture impedances, the definition of the biological nature—material, 
internal activity, and size—of a cell line, and its relationship with the environment (transfer 
flow through the cell membrane) [8]. In addition, ECIS technique can be used in other cell-

culture assays such as toxicology [9, 10], motility [11], cell growth, and cell line identification 
[12], based on their bioimpedance test.

ECIS technique relies on appropriate electrical models to decode the electrical response pro-

duced by the stimuli. To manage proficiently bioimpedance data, confident electrical models 
of the full system composed by the electrodes and cells are required. Several works have been 

developed in this area [7, 13–17]. These models are the key for matching electrical simulations 

to real system performance and hence decoding correctly the results obtained from experi-

ments. This problem is usually referred to as a reconstruction problem.

Furthermore, accurate measurement techniques and circuits are compulsory for bioimped-

ance tests. In these techniques, different measurement configurations are described varying 
between two and four electrode setups. Such configuration depends on the specifications of 
the problem to be solved [18, 19]. Good electrical modeling of electrodes and biosamples is 

mandatory for a correct circuit design and the data measurement decoding [9].

Finally, the technique enables biomedical researchers and lab technicians to real-time moni-

tor cell-culture assays [20]. This fact represents not only the possibility of continuously 

performed cell-culture assay supervision, avoiding the classical end-point techniques, but 

also a significant workload and cost material reduction. The ECIS method only requires one 
culture to perform the full assay and not many samples, as commonly, for time supervi-

sion and characterization of the assays. Even more, it enables a real-time remote sensing 

option for the biomedical assays, in the context of the so-called topic of internet of things 

(IoT), by using wireless communication protocols and electronic devices for internet access, 

as laptops and cellular phones. This approach to new concept of cell-culture assays allows 

biomedical researchers to supervise a culture in any time from any place, making it easy and 

efficient for lab protocol implementation.

This chapter presents, at first, a full system for bioimpedance measurements of cell-culture 
experiments [21], useful at biomedical labs, that our team has developed for remote monitoring 

of assays. Our objectives are, firstly, to reduce the work task at biomedical labs; secondly, to look 
forward to derive accurate algorithms and techniques for bioimpedance tests, applied to cell-

culture assays; and, finally, to make the test easy by delivering the possibility of remote sens-

ing of experiments through wireless communication. The conceptual diagram of the proposed 

system is shown in Figure 1(a). The circuits for test are introduced into the incubator chamber, 

together with the cell culture. Once the test has been performed and the electrical relevant infor-

mation about required biomarkers is acquired, the measurement data from assay evolution are 
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sent from μP circuit to external wireless emitter (Linux-based system on a chip (SoC)), which 
is responsible to store this information over the internet. Data are managed and packed on a 

database in a data server, from which are available to researches, from the laptop or phone in 

Figure 1. Proposed system for cell-culture test: (a) Block diagram. Bioimpedance data are measured at the incubator 

chamber by the proposed circuits and then sent to a computer server. (b) Frequency and voltage amplitude, parameters 

expected from test, as a function of the cell-culture evolution. Increasing time means more cells at the culture and 

increasing impedance values. Frequency and voltage amplitude will change with the bioimpedance evolution.
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real time. Figure 1(b) shows a typical graphic obtained for a typical cell-culture test example, 

in which the electrical variables (oscillation frequency or amplitude1) are displayed in time, 15 

min each, giving information of how the cells in the culture are evolving. In this case, increasing 

values of frequency mean increasing cell population. To know exactly the number of cells, this 

information must be adequately decoded, by employing electrical models for the cell-electrode 

system, such as we will explain in the chapter.

2. Electronic system description

The full system presented for remote sensing of cell-culture assays has four functional parts: 

(1) the bioimpedance (BI) sensor to evaluate the electrical response. It is possible to connect 

that response with the current cell number and even use it as a biomarker for characterization 

of different cell lines, (2) the BI algorithm employed to obtain the magnitude and/or phase of 
the BI under test, (3) the measurement circuits that physically will implement the algorithm 

to electrical signals, and (4) the communication system and server functionality for remote 

system access for users.

2.1. Sensor and cell-electrode model

To implement the ECIS technique, two electrodes are needed, the sensing and the GND elec-

trodes, which are excited by an AC current source (i
x
) at several frequencies. The impedance 

Z
x
 (magnitude and phase) is obtained by measuring the voltage response (v

x
) in the signal 

path, from one electrode to the other through the cell-culture system, for each frequency of 

interest. Figure 2 shows an example of ECIS electrode employed for the experiments from 

Applied Biophysics (www.biophysics.com). Cell adhesion to the bottom surface will derive 
on impedance changes, which value will increase with the number of cells attached to such 
the bottom surface of the electrodes. To characterize these impedance measurements, the 
electrode material and geometry, the electrical cell-electrode model [9], and the working fre-

quency must be known.

The concept described here employs 8W10E electrodes, each one containing 8 wells. Our aim 

is to reduce the required circuitry for impedance measurements [18], avoiding the need of 

any input stimuli from the outside [22]. Here, we apply the so-called oscillation-based (OB) 

method [23, 24] to improve and simplify the test, by transforming the cell-culture under test 

(CCUT) into an oscillator. For that, only a few extra external components to force the “biologi-

cal circuit” to oscillate are required. All variations inside the cell-culture under test in time 

(increasing number of cell) will provoke modifications on the frequency/amplitude of the 
voltage oscillations and consequently being these alterations observable. As the main advan-

tages of this technique, the need of complex resources for stimuli generation is avoided and 

means a simplification in the number of circuits for test [25, 26].

1In this case instead of oscillation amplitude, the variable being displayed is the automatic gain controller (AGC). See 

Section 2.3 for further detail.
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The cell-electrode sensor: The impedance under test of a two-electrode system like [27] has 

several circuit elements for each electrode. For an electrode in saline solution, we have to 

consider the double-layer capacitance (C
dl
) and the transfer resistance (R

p
) in parallel. The 

parallel connection of C
dl
 and R

p
 is called Z(ω) in Figure 3(b). Also, there is the spreading resis-

tance (R
s
) for electrodes non-covered by cells, which is in series with Z(ω). All these four cir-

cuit elements are described in Figure 3(b). The parameter A represents the sensing electrode 

surface where the cell-culture growths. Cells are usually attached to the electrode surface, 

Figure 2. The 8E10W system. Each system has 8 separated wells for cell culture and 10 electrodes of 250 μm diameter 

by well (www.biophysics.com). On the right side, an electrode with the Chinese hamster ovary fibroblast cell line, AA8 
(American Type Culture Collection), cultured over the surface of one circular electrode can be seen.

Figure 3. (a) Circuit proposed for cell-electrode impedance testing. (b) Circuit model for a bare electrode of area A. (c) 

Circuit model for an electrode of area A, partially covered with cells with an area A
c
. Estimated values for a 50 × 50 μm2 

gold electrode: R
s
 = 5.4 kΩ, Z(ω) = C

dl
||R

p
, with C

dl
 = 0.37 nF and R

p
 = 25 MΩ. R

gap
 = 75 kΩ.
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covering a given area A
c
. More cells mean increasing values of A

c
 parameter. A new circuit ele-

ment appears the gap resistance (R
gap

), to model this cell attachment effect [13, 14]. Our work 

employs circular gold microelectrodes of 250 μm diameter, which can be totally or partially 

covered by cells in the culture. The fill factor (ff) parameter as the percent of the electrode area 

(A) covered by cells (A
c
), being always less than one, has been defined.

The setup shown in Figure 3 proposes an experimental circuit, including the circuit model 

for the electrode, to study the sensor impedance for a given electrode in which part of its 

surface, is covered by cells, Z
cell-electrode

(s). The purpose of the R
in
 resistor is to limit the current 

flowing across the cell-electrode in adequate signal levels (below 20 μA for cell protection). 
In fact, circuit in Figure 3(a) works as an inverting voltage amplifier, converting the input 
voltage in an amplified version at the output voltage, which must be below to 50–100 mV for 
electrode modeling constrains [14]. The Bode plot (magnitude and phase) for this bioelec-

tronic system H
z
(s) in Figure 4 shows curves for several cell occupation areas, ff. Let us notice 

that, in this case, when frequencies around 8 kHz are considered, the system has optimum 

ff sensitivity. This means that both, magnitude and phase response, can be correlated to the 

fill factor parameter or cell-to-electrode area overlap, A
c
. Most ECIS techniques search for 

the best frequency response for optimum impedance characterization and then perform the 

measurements knowing the ff dependence. Absolute magnitudes (Figure 4) or normalized 

magnitudes of cell index (CI) can be used as sensitivity curves for this impedance sensors and 

assays. We will use the ff-dependent magnitude and phase curves of the bioelectrical model 

for H
z
(s) = −Z

cell-electrode
(s)/R

in
, in Figures 3 and 4, to be employed as part of a more complex cir-

cuit to force an oscillatory behavior, directly correlated with the cell-to-electrode area overlap.

In order to test our sensor sensitivity, we have proposed a set of experiments using the 8W10E 

electrode system and the cell line U2OS (isolated from a mild osteosarcoma in 1964). At the 

Figure 4. Bioelectronic system Bode curves for H
z
(s) = −Z

cell-electrode
/R

in
 using several cell-culture occupation areas (ff).
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chromosomal level, its karyotype is greatly altered, with a ploidy in the range of hypertriploid. 

These cells, in culture, grow as an adherent monolayer and, when seeded at low density, have 

a tendency to grow forming discrete colonies. The objective of these assays was to evaluate 

the sensitivity of the ECIS sensor. For that, the eight wells were seeded with (a) only medium 

(2 wells), (b) 500 cells (2 wells), (c) 1000 cells (2 wells), and (d) 2000 cells (2 wells). Figure 5 

shows the image of the cell cultures after a 5-day growth. The experimental transfer function 

H
z
(s) (Figure 3) was measured (magnitude and phase) using a network analyzer. The phase 

response is shown in Figure 6, illustrating how at 8 kHz, the number of cells (fill-factor) can 
be estimated by measuring that parameter (the phase response) at V

out
 (see Figure 3). Table 1 

summarizes the experimental data at 8 kHz, achieving a sensor sensitivity as expected, show-

ing that the magnitude and phase correlate with the cell population.

We are currently also considering the possibility of employing an electrode as reference at the 

inverter amplifier, as it is represented at Figure 7. This configuration employs the reference 
electrode to normalize the output voltage of the impedance converter, in such a way that 

inverter amplifier voltage gain (V
out
/V

out2
) will have to gain 1, when both wells are emptied, 

and will increase its absolute value for increasing values when cells are seeded at sensing 

electrode and then start to grow. This performance is represented in Figure 7(b).

2.2. Bioimpedance technique

Previously in this chapter, the idea of the proposed measurement system was presented. This 

system requires the conversion of the cell-culture under test into a robust oscillator, by add-

ing some extra components. Figure 8 shows the block components to perform the proposed 

transformation. In order to force oscillations, a positive feedback loop has to be added. For OB 

application, the accurate prediction of the oscillation parameters (frequency and amplitude), 

by means of theoretical analysis or programming the suitable simulations, is mandatory [28]. 

Figure 5. Cell-culture images showing four wells with (a) only medium, (b) 500 initial cells, (c) 1000 initial cells, and (d) 

2000 initial cells, at different zooms.
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Figure 6. Experimental phase response obtained for (a) medium, (b) 500 cells assay, (c) 1000 cells assays, and (d) 2000 

cells assays, after 5 days of growth.

Cells at time = 0 Magnitude Phase (deg.)

Medium (no cells) −68 dB 90

Low (500 cells) −67 dB 93

Int (1000 cells) −66 dB 108

High (2000 cells) −61 dB 140

Table 1. Magnitude and phase response at 8 kHz (5 days of growth).

Figure 7. (a) Block diagram proposed system setup with a reference electrode. (b) Bode graphics for the magnitude and 

phase frequency response of the electrode and cell-culture model using the reference electrode Z
reference

 and V
out
/V

out2
 in 

Figure 3. Both curves can be considered as sensitivity curves for the bioimpedance sensor, being the magnitude one 

similar to the so-called cell index in cell-culture assays.
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A nonlinear element (a simple comparator) within the feedback loop in Figure 7 is added to 

avoid the saturation of the active elements and then to keep sustained oscillations [29]. The 

oscillation amplitudes are controlled with precision thanks to this element. A set of oscilla-

tion conditions can be fulfilled to guarantee that the oscillations are alive. One of the simplest 
ways to implement the oscillator includes a band-pass filter (BPF) in the loop, as proposed in 
Figure 7.

In this work, the abovementioned scheme (Figure 8) to implement the oscillator is proposed. 

The nonlinear feedback element and the “biological filter” are connected to implement the 
oscillator. In this way, only the input and output of such a “biological filter” are manipulated 
to perform the test allowing a low intrusion in the structure.

Let us now consider the case of a comparator with saturation levels ±V
ref

 and a second-order 

band-pass filter (BPF). This closed-loop system verifies the required properties: the system 
is autonomous, the linear transfer function contains enough low-pass filtering to neglect the 
higher harmonics at the comparator output, and the nonlinearity is separable and frequency 

independent.

An oscillatory solution for the first-order describing function (DF) equation of the nonlin-

ear block in the closed-loop system in Figure 8, N(a) + 1/H(s) = 0, can be forced by choosing 

adequately the BPF. In the solution, the oscillatory parameters are (ω
osc

, a
osc

), being ω
osc

 and 

a
osc

, the frequency and amplitude of the oscillation, respectively. The DF function in this case 

is N(a), whereas H(s) is the closed-loop system transfer function. For modeling the system, the 

characteristic equation can be set as

  1 + N (a)  . H (s)  = 0  (1)

where N(a) is the comparator DF and H(s) the modified system: the band-pass filter plus the 
bioimpedance transfer function. The general BPF transfer function is given by

Figure 8. Block diagram of the proposed OB implementation. Oscillations (a
osc

, f
osc

) will be measured at V
out2

 signal.
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And the corresponding bioimpedance sensor transfer function, H
z
(s), is
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being the constant parameters (ω
o
; Q; and k

o
, k

1
, and k

2
) directly related to the electrode size, 

technology, and biological material (ff). Then, the global function expression will be given by

  H (s)  =  H  
BP

   (s)  ⋅  H  
Z
   (s)   (4)

To force the oscillations, a pair of complex poles of the overall system has to be placed on the 

imaginary axes. The way to determine the oscillation conditions (gain, frequency, and ampli-

tude) is solving Eq. (1). This is equivalent to find the solution of this equation set:

  1 + N (a) H (s)  =  ( s   2  +  w  
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The output of the biological filter (the input to the nonlinear element) is approximately sinu-

soidal due to the band-pass characteristics of the global structure. This fact allows us to use 

the linear approximation stated in the describing function method [29] for the mathematical 

treatment of the nonlinear element. As a result, the transfer function of this nonlinear element 

can be approximated as N(a
osc

) = 4V
ref

/π a
osc

, where V
ref

 is the comparator voltage reference and 

a
osc

 is the amplitude of the voltage oscillation.

We can find an oscillatory solution for each fill factor, ff, which directly correlates the main 

oscillation parameters with the occupied cell-culture area and the number of cell in the cul-

ture. For the case described in Figure 3, Figure 9 illustrates the frequency and amplitude of 

the predicted oscillations. For every application, the sensitivity of the oscillation parameters 

with regard to the filter and the comparator has to be determined in order to maximize both 
the oscillation frequency and the dynamic range. Let us remark how the oscillation frequency 
increases monotonically in the range [7560, 7920] Hz (0.16 Hz/μm2 of electrode area occupied 

by cells) and the oscillation amplitude also increases monotonically in the interval [0, 500] mV 
(0.2 mV/μm2 of electrode area occupied by cells), when the cell-electrode area overlap (A

c
) is 

increasing from 0 to 1. Since the signal level in V
out

 (see Figure 8) is very small, due to electrode 

modeling constraints, the secondary output (V
out2

 in Figure 8) is considered as the potential 

output voltage, thus improving the dynamic range.
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2.3. Measurement circuits

A discrete component OPAMP-based prototype was implemented in the laboratory as a proof 

of concept, following the scheme proposed in Figure 8 [24]. The circuit is composed upon the 

following block, depicted in Figure 10:

• A second-order active band-pass filter (BPF). The cutoff frequency that can be tuned in the 
range of 6.6–13 kHz, depending on system sensitivity. Also, Q and K (gain) filter param-

eters are configurable.

• A voltage comparator with a hysteresis block for noise reduction (COMP).

• A noise reduction block formed by a low-pass filter (LPF) and a high-pass filter (HPF).

• An automated gain control (AGC), required for limiting the voltage amplitude applied to 

the electrodes. Alternatively, the AGC system can be used to easily extract useful informa-

tion from the sample values. This block assures that non-harmful voltage level will pass 

through the sample cells, thus avoiding risk of sample degradation.

• An analog multiplexer circuit controlled by the digital microcontroller, for channel selec-

tion. This enables several cell-culture measurements in real time. Our prototype is capable 

Figure 9. Oscillation parameters obtained from cell-to-electrode area overlap defined by ff = A/A
c
ff in [0,0.9]. The 

approximated sensitivities are 0.16 Hz/μm2 for f
osc

 and 0.2 mV/μm2 for V
out2

, using a gold microelectrode of 2500 μm2 

surface.
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of performing measurements in up to 16 cell cultures simultaneously. A digital block con-

taining a microcontroller capable of driving control signals, measuring signals using an 

integrated ADC, and responsible for communication management of a Bluetooth link. This 

block also contains some environmental sensor device for sampling additional experiment 

variables like temperature, humidity, and CO
2
 concentration.

A more extensive explanation of the circuit design employed can be found at [24]. An image 

of the prototype implemented is shown in Figure 11. Electronic circuits for BI measurements 

are inside a specific designed box to be protected for humidity in the incubator.

2.4. Data processing and wireless communication

The system functionality relies on several digital devices. As it was depicted in the previous 

section, our sensor device constrains several blocks, including a digital section based on an 

ARM Cortex-M7 device. This device has a rich set of several peripheral devices. In our project 

we will use analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for sampling data and real-time clock (RTC) for 

synchronization. Cortex-M7 devices implement a floating-point unit (FPU), enabling them for 
executing signal processing algorithms.

This device is capable of managing the whole sensing task and performs communication 

through a Bluetooth module, acquiring the signal from the measurement circuit presented. 

These data are obtained by an ADC integrated in the microcontroller. Further processing is 

required in order to obtain valuable information from the sampled signals.

As it was already presented in the previous section, the information from which cell-culture 

monitoring is performed is the signal produced in a oscillator having the cell culture in the 

signal path. Signals can be observed from the perspective of the time domain and the fre-

quency domain. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm computes the conversion of data to 

the frequency domain, providing us with the necessary analysis which will enable the deter-

Figure 10. Main circuit blocks for bioimpedance measurement.
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mination of the main frequency in the biological oscillator. The algorithm implementation for 

this analysis can serve to obtain accurate information. Data derived from this analysis assure 

less than 1% deviation from the original signal.

A complete view of the system architecture using the sensor devices was depicted before. 

The commercial system-on-a-chip (SoC) and the PC dataserver are shown on the scheme at  

Figure 1.

The whole prototype system is composed of three devices: a PC server installed in the engi-

neering laboratory, a system-on-a-chip (SoC) device in the biomedical laboratory, and the 

data acquisition system (sensor) inside the cell-culture reactor, for managing the whole exper-

iment. A Bluetooth link exists between the μP and the SoC. The SoC will communicate with 

the data server by the internet.

The external device is using an Intel Edison platform. This SoC provides a Linux core 
with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi links. This device is in charge of managing the multiple sensors 

(S01, S02, S03, S04, etc.) that might be analyzing cell cultures in the biomedical laboratory 

within Bluetooth range. The system is driving such experiments with a direct communica-

tion with the data server over the internet. The experiment configuration is defined in the 
remote database, and data are stored there after acquisition.

The SoC connects with the remote server which will act as a database storage system and 

will serve data in a comprehensive manner using a web application directly implemented 

on it. The experiment control variables (e.g., sample time), can be can defined and modified 
from the web application. This interface also shows that the data are being gathered from the 

experiment in real time. The data being depicted in the web application are frequency and 

amplitude obtained from microelectrodes. The interface is live and online and can be checked 

in http://jarvis.dte.us.es/mixcell. None of the physical, chemical, or biological factors in the 

Figure 11. Photograph of the full measurement system including the electrodes for cell culture.
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experiments are affected by the wireless communication, as it is shown in Section 3. A snap-

shot showing data obtained from simulation models is on Figure 12.

This system architecture design is optimized for data integrity and power consumption. The 

μP system inside the cell-culture incubator chamber is in standby mode most of the time. 

When the RTC reactivates the whole system, a connection between the μP and the external 

SoC is established using the Bluetooth link. The μP then samples the amplitude value and 

calculates the frequency by the means provided by the fast Fourier transform (FFT). After 

processing the raw data, the device sends the valuable information to the external SoC which 

will decide according to the experiment parameters stored on the database which will be the 

next step for the experiment; take another measurement, measure another channel, read addi-

tional sensor data, or send the system to standby mode for a while (measurement period). All 

data recovered by the SoC are stored both, locally and in the remote database in the server. An 

important point from this architecture is that it can be implemented to support further func-

tionalities (multiple experiments being carried out by the biomedical researcher at the same 

time using multiple digital acquisition systems inside the reactor). Further improvements 

would include notifications based on researcher experiment definitions and programming 
different alarms according to different experiment statuses.

3. Cell-culture experiments

Considering the system described in Section 2, Section 3 finally describes how a cell-culture 
assay test is performed. Specifically, some facilities for testing available from the control web 

Figure 12. Front end developed for cell-culture control, supervising, and data processing.
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page are illustrated in an initial experiment. The access to this front end can be done through 

the web page www.jarvis.dte.us.es/mixcell.. The validation of the technique and cost-effec-

tiveness of the method are finally presented.

3.1. Web page functionalities

Laptops and phone mobiles are expected to be the devices for remote monitoring the cell-
culture experiments in real time. The current version of the web page is shown in Figure 12. 

This web page can be used for reporting data of cell-culture evolution, visualization of many 

experiments (as it works as an experiment database), modification of the test conditions, 
optimization of the system performance, etc. In particular, some facilities implemented are:

 - Creating and defining new experiments

 - Checking experiment status

 - Modifying active experiments (sampling time, ending time, etc.)

 - Checking environment variables (temperature, humidity, CO
2
 concentration)

 - Viewing eight measures (one per well) simultaneously or selecting one or various wells of 
interest

 - Viewing oscillation frequency and amplitude for the bio-oscillator

 - Performing different statistical measurements over data

 - Exporting data to several formats (.xls, .mat, csv)

 - Configuring alerts for the biomedical researchers

 - Checking system variables (battery level, control variables)

3.2. Data assays

The eight 8W10E wells were seeded with cells and medium to test our system. In this way, 

culture assays with only medium (2 wells), plus 500 cells (2 wells), 1000 cells (2 wells), and 

2000 cells (2 wells) were programmed. Observation times were defined at 5 (P1) and 7 (P2) 
days. The frequency (f

osc
) and amplitude (a

osc
) of the oscillations measured are summarized 

in Table 2. Figure 13 illustrates the waveforms measured at 5 days for V
out2

 and the com-

parator output at the 500 cells case. V
out2

 oscillation amplitude and frequency are 1.30 V and 
7912 Hz, respectively. These values are increased to 1.54 V and 7922 Hz at the 2000 cells 
case (Figure 14). The frequency variation is small in these experimental measurements, 

due mainly to the inclusion of an AGC, employed to improve the output voltage dynamic 

range at V
out

 (Figure 8), to be consistent with the modeling constraints. This block lim-

its the sensibility of the frequency measurements. However, it should be noticed that just 

amplitude measurements are enough to validate the proposed OB technique. Finally, the 

amplitude and oscillation frequencies at P1 are represented in Figures 15 and 16, respec-

tively. The direct linear dependence of both signals with the fill factor, validating our sys-

tem approach, can be observed.
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Comparing these results with previous works [21, 23], none of the physical, chemical, or 

biological factors in the experiments are affected by the wireless communication, as it was 
expected. Wireless signals emitted by the reported equipment are similar to those emitted by 
Wi-Fi servers and cellular phones present at biomedical labs.

3.3. Cost-effectiveness of the method and implementation possibilities

The reported technique enables biomedical researchers and lab technicians to continuously 

perform cell-culture assay supervision, offering a label-free, high-throughput, and high-con-

tent screening device for cellular research, avoiding the classical end-point techniques, but 

also a significant workload and cost material reduction.

This ECIS method can result in massive saving for pharmaceutical and biotechnology compa-

nies involved in drug development process. Due to its label-free nature and its fast detection 

potential, the system can avoid false-positive and exclude dead-end drug candidates from devel-

Well—n
cells

P1: 5 days of growth P2: 7 days of growth

ff (%) a
osc

 [V] f
osc

[kHz] ff (%) a
osc

[V] f
osc

[kHz]

1—Med 0 0.76 7.862 0 0.76 7.860

2—500 58 1.30 7.911 79.5 1.42 7.918

3—1000 72 1.62 7.924 90.5 1.66 7.937

4—2000 51 1.10 7.899 Death c. - -

5—Med 0 0.76 7.874 0 0.74 7.860

6—500 62 1.38 7.911 95 1.54 7.930

7—1000 48 1.18 7.899 56 1.22 7.911

8—2000 80 1.54 7.924 100 1.66 7.937

Table 2. Electrode surface occupation (ff) in %, amplitude (a
osc

), and frequency (f
osc

) of oscillations obtained from test with 

living cells.

Figure 13. Voltage waveforms of V
out2

 (CH2) and comparator output (CH1). 500 cell case, at P1.
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Figure 14. Voltage waveforms of V
out2

 (CH2) and comparator output (CH1). 2000 cells case, at P1.

Figure 15. Amplitude versus fill factor (data from 5 days).

Figure 16. Frequency versus fill factor (data from 5 days).
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opment at an early stage. The ECIS method only requires one culture to perform the full assay, 

and not many samples, as commonly, for time supervision and characterization of the assays, 

minimizing the statistical dispersion at growing tests. In spite the higher cost of disposable 

microelectrodes, in comparison with traditional cell-culture plates, the aforementioned advan-

tages in the automation of the process enable the reduction of the overall costs in laboratories.

Furthermore, the system enables a real-time remote sensing option for the biomedical assays, 

by using wireless communication protocols and electronic devices for internet access, such 

as laptops and cellular phones. This facility (remote sensing) is easily implemented once the 

ECIS signal is acquired and can be easily set in all types of labs, proposing a new concept of 

cell-culture assays, allowing biomedical researchers to supervise a culture in any time from 

any place, and making it easy and efficient for lab protocols implementation.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we present a system that allows, simultaneously, to measure the status of cell-

culture assays in real time, and its remote sensing thanks to internet access from laptops or 

mobile phones. The reported technique offers a label-free, high-throughput, and high-content 
screening device for cellular research, avoiding the classical end-point techniques, but also a 

significant workload and cost material reduction. It provides an easy way to analyze current 
status of cell-culture samples without opening cell-culture oven or performing direct mea-

surements which may affect sample integrity. This measurement process is innocuous for the 
living cell sample in the culture medium.

To perform the measurements, the work presents a system for cell-culture monitoring using the 

oscillation-based concept. A simple topology based on a nonlinear element embedded in a feed-

back loop is employed to convert the cell-culture under test (CCUT) into a suitable bio-oscil-

lator. The technique does not avoid any excitation signal as the standard ECIS technique. The 

proposed method eliminates the need to carry out a statistical evaluation of multiple samples 

as it is usual in most ECIS techniques, delivering a deterministic and robust test method for cell-

culture test characterization. Commercial circuit components have been employed in a practical 

implementation proposed to prove the concept. Both simulation and experimental results vali-

date the predictions. Actually, the test performance with cell cultures has been demonstrated, 

deriving on calibration curves for the fill factor parameter that allows a not end-point real-time, 
low-cost technique for monitoring cell-culture assays. This facility (remote sensing) is easily 

implemented once the ECIS signal is acquired and can be easily set in all types of laboratories.
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